“I work out but it still doesn't tighten
up the areas that I am concerned
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about. With VelaShape, I am able to
target these areas. I noticed that the

Syneron & Candela - two extraordinary brands,
one global leader.

flank area went down significantly.

Syneron has a remarkable ability to innovate the
newest technologies in aesthetic medicine.
Candela brings four decades of industry-leading
scientific expertise.
Together, these two brands offer “gold standard”
technologies for advanced aesthetic solutions.

I was really impressed! The treatment
feels like a warm massage, so there
is no pain. I absolutely believe it
has been worth the money.”
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body contouring &
cellulite treatment

Treat Yourself
To a Smoother,
Sexier Figure

Clinical Results
How quickly will I notice a change?
Gradual improvement of the treated area can be
seen following the first treatment – with the skin
surface of the treated area feeling smoother and
firmer. Results in body contouring is seen from the
first to second session and cellulite improvement
is noticed in as few as 4 sessions.

VelaShape ™ contours, shapes and slims
the body by improving cellulite and
reducing circumference in as few as 4
treatment sessions. VelaShape provides
dramatic results without downtime or
significant discomfort.

How many centimeters can I reduce from my

The secret behind VelaShape is that it is the
first and only technology that combines
elō s with vacuum and tissue manipulation
to reduce the volume and appearance of
fat tissues.

Is treatment safe?

Skin before VelaShape treatments

VelaShape treatments

Decreased appearance
of bumpy cellulite
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circumference?
In clinical studies, patients report an average
reduction of 2.5 centimeters post treatment. A recent
study of post-partum patients showed up to 7cm
reduction with 97% patient satisfaction.
Before

Treatment is safe and effective for all skin types and
colors. There are no reported short or long-term
health effects.
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Does it hurt?
Most patients find VelaShape comfortable – like a
warm deep tissue massage. The treatment is
designed to accommodate your sensitivity and
comfort level. It is normal to experience a warm
sensation for a few hours post treatment. Your skin
may also appear red for several hours.
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Are results permanent?
Following your complete treatment regimen, it is
recommended to get maintenance treatments
periodically. Like all non-surgical or surgical
techniques, results will last longer if you follow a
balanced diet and exercise regularly.
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